Abstract-The problem of error control in random network of a basis for V, where each basis vector corresponds to a coding is considered, and a formulation of the problem is given transmitted packet. As V is closed under linear combinations in terms of rank-metric codes. This formulation allows many of of vectors random network coding will (in the absence of the tools developed for rank-metric codes to be applied to random . network coding. A random network code induces a generalized noise) preserve the space, even as it mixes the transmitted decoding problem for rank-metric codes in which the channel vectors themselves. A receiver collects packets, which are may supply partial information about the error in the form of assumed to form a basis for a received space U. Correct erasures (knowledge of an error location not its values) and reception is possible provided that U and V intersection deviations (knowledge of an error value but not its location), in a space of sufficiently large dimension. [5] and addresses it is highly susceptible to errors. The insertion of even a the construction of practical codes. Our main contribution single corrupt packet has the potential, when linearly combined is to show that, for a large class of codes, the subspace with legitimate packets, to affect all packets gathered by an distance metric of [5] and the rank metric (e.g., [6], [7]) information receiver. The problem of error control in random are strongly related, allowing many of the tools from the network coding is therefore of great interest.
Two previous "noncoherent" or "channel-blind" approaches not its location. These concepts generalize similar concepts to data transmission in coded networks are closely related to found in the rank-metric literature under the terminology of the work of this paper. Jaggi et al. [4] provide polynomial-"row and column erasures" [8] - [10] . In related work [11] , we time rate-optimal network codes that combat Byzantine adver-provide an efficient decoding algorithm for Gabidulin codes saries. Their approach is based on probabilistic assumptions [7] that takes into account erasures and deviations. However, that require both the field size and the packet length to be space limitations make it impossible to describe these results sufficiently large. In contrast, Koetter and Kschischang [5] here. take a more combinatorial approach to the problem. Their 
key
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In observation is that a random coded network may be regarded Section II, we provide a brief description of the rank metric as a noncoherent multiple-input multiple-output system (over and its properties. In Section III, we provide a formulation a finite field). In this context, an appropriate encoding of of the problem of error control in random network coding. information is the choice by the transmitter of a suitable vector Finally, in Section IV, we demonstrate the strong connection space V, rather than a vector as in classical coding theory. The between certain decoding problems in the rank metric and the choice of the space V is signalled by insertion into the network subspace decoding approach of [5] . Proofs have been omitted 1-4244-1200-5/07/$25.00 ©2007 IEEE.
throughout; however, see [11] .
It is well-known that, for 
Note that if m = 1 and Lj is a unit vector (that is, a I7Ic =.
(4) zero/one vector with a single one) for all j, then this rankmetric description of the error naturally reduces to that of Let X e ]Fqxm We use (X) and rank X to denote, the Hamming metric. Thus, rank decoding can be seen as respectively, the row space and the rank of X. By definition, a generalization of minimum Hamming distance decoding.
rank X =dim (X). An equivalent definition of rank is the Unlike the classical case, however, the description of the error following:
matrix in terms of general Lj and V §j is not unique. Namely, rank X = mmi T.
(5) if e =L{VT7 then we also have e =(L{T)(T-lV1T) for any X-LIV;7 nonsingular matrix T e IPTXT. (13) where r < N is some lower bound on the rank of A.
The ability to range over all possible A and B actually to r. Then, any pre-image of x' in C will be a solution to the facilitates the problem, since we can now find the value of the random network decoding problem. This approach, however, inner minimization in (15).
has the inconvenience that a new code would have to be 
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The approach we propose is this paper is characterized by rank [ Thus, we obtain a problem very similar to minimizing the is formed by appending a header at the beginning of the rank distance between r and x, except for the presence of corresponding data packet, so that X = [I x]. The received the term LV. Roughly speaking, this means that any rank matrix will then be given by Y = [A Ax], from which x difference that could be "explained away" by V is not counted can be recovered if A has rank n.
in the rank distance. rank(A y -x) = rank(r -x), where r A y In this We choose T1 such that the columns of T1A indexed by [4 case, we obtain the conventional rank decoding problem of finding a codeword x C C that iS closest in rank distance to fomaidntysb trxie.TAI (-)(-i)Th r distance remaining columns of T1 A are given in T1AIRu. We record this r. Thus, at least in this case, it is clear that the rank distance n o e is the "right" metric for this problem, and that we should use nomtn hearx a rank-metric code with large minimum rank distance.
L -z IzwfT1AIz
(21) In the case where A is not invertible, a general approach could be to define a new code C' =AC ={Ax, x e C} and which possess the property I7 f L = (in particular, find a codeword x' C C' that has the smallest rank distance rank L = ,u). Using properties of the matrices In and 1wc, it is easy to verify by direct substitution that T1A can be Set ,u = n-rank A and d = N -(n-). For any T1 C recovered from L as F(n t) xN, T2 e FaPxN and U C {1, ..., n} such that T1A = -Iu (I L1T). (24) and the rank of r -x will be established in the following [9] G. Richter and S. Plass, "Error and erasure decoding of rank-codes with a modified Berlekamp-Massey algorithm," in Proc. of ITG Conference Proposition 6: A rank-metric code C C F"ThX m of minimum on Source and Channel Coding, Erlangen, Germany, January 2004. rank distance d is able to correct any pattern of e errors, , [10] , "Fast decoding of rank-codes with rank errors We summarize the results of this section in the following [11] D. Silva, F. R. Kschischang, and R. Koetter, "Using rank-metric codes thoe,which is the main theorem of this paper. 
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